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I f  1” is a vector space with a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form (more 
briefly, a symplectic vector space) of dimension 6 over a field F of charac- 
teristic different from 2, WC can express 11 as an orthogonal direct sum of a 
2-dimensional subspace II7 and a 4-dimensional subspace S, and consider 
the involution T of the symplectic group Sp(F*) -: Sp,(F) which fixes the 
elements of A* and multiplies the elements of II’ b\- --1. Then the centralizei 
of T in Sp,(F) consists of all elements which leave both W and X invariant, 
and is the direct product of the subgroup I, of elements fixing all the vectors 
of X with the subgroup / of elements fixing all the vectors of IV. By their 
actions on II’ and X, we see that L and I are respectively isomorphic with 
Q,(F) = SL,(F) and S?,(F). I f  t is the involution of the projective symplectic 
group PSp,(F) corresponding to T, then since T is not conjugate in S&(F) 
to -T, the centralizer of t in PSp,(F) is th e subgroup corresponding to the 
centralizer of T in A&(F) under the natural homomorphism of 5’p6(F) on 
PSp,(F), Since they do not contain -1, L and / are mapped isomorphically 
by this homomorphism onto subgroups e, J of PSp&F), whose product is 
the centralizer of t, such that [i, /] ~:: 1. The product is not direct, since the 
centers of L and /, which are generated by T and -7 respectively, are mapped 
by the homomorphism on the same subgroup of PSp,(F). Thus the centralizer 
of t in PSp,(F) is the central product of two groups isomorphic with SL,(F) 
and Spa(F) respectively. 
In this paper we prove that when F is finite then this property of P@,(F) 
characterizes it among all finite simple groups. More precisely, we prove the 
following result. 
* This research was partially supported by the Sational Science Foundation 
grant GP-8366 at the University of Notre Dame. 
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THEOREM. Let G be a finite group with an involution t whose centralizer 
in G is given by 
C(t) = LJ, [L 11 = I, L n J == (t>, 
where L m SL,(q), J * Sp,(q), for some odd q. Then either 
(i) G = C(t) O(G), OY 
(ii) G is isomorphic with PSp,(q). 
Here O(G) denotes the largest normal subgroup of odd order in G. In 
particular, PSp,(q) is the only simple group satisfying the hypothesis of the 
theorem. 
Our method is similar to that used in our earlier characterization of 
PSp,(q) [Z2]. In $1 we study the 2-structure of G, i.e. the involutions and 
2-subgroups of G, beginning from knowledge of the 2-structure of C(t). 
In particular, if case (i) of the conclusion of the theorem does not hold, then 
we prove that G has exactly two classes of involutions. We also determine the 
structure of the normalizer in G of a four-subgroup D whose involutions are 
all conjugate to t. Because of the existence of this subgroup D, we do not have 
to determine the structure of the centralizer in G of an involution which is 
not conjugate to t, in contrast to the situation in the characterization of 
PSp,(q). However, we do find the order of this centralizer, by using a re,sult 
of Braucr. 
In 92, we study the p-structure of G, where p is the prime divisor of q, 
beginning from knowledge of the p-structure of C(t). In particular, we iind 
the structure of the normalizer in G of a Sylow p-subgroup. 1Ve are then able, 
in $3, to construct a (&%)-pair [II], and so to construct a certain subgroup 
G, of C whose multiplication table is uniquely determined. By using a 
lemma of Suzuki, we prove that G,, = G, from which it follows that G is 
isomorphic with Z’S’,(q). 
Our notation is largely standard. 1Ye use O(S) to denote the largest normal 
subgroup of odd order in the finite group S. The normalizer and centralizer 
of Yin X are denoted N,( l-) and C,( 1’); we omit the subscript when X = G. 
We write [x, y] = &y-‘.vy = x-rx”. I f  x7’ = z, we also write y  : x +- z; 
y  : .x w z means that y  : x - u” and y  : 2 - .x. I f  y  : 5 --f A-], we say that 
J’ inverts x. The field of 9 elements is denoted F, , 1Ve shall take linear trans- 
formations on a vector space as acting on the right, so that if 0 is a linear 
transformation, its matrix with respect to a basis {e, , e2 ,...> is (a,?), whiere 
e,O = zsi aije, . A symplectic basis of a 4-dimensional symplectic vector 
space is a basis {e, , e, , e3 , e,) such that (e 1 , eJ = (e, , e4) = 1, (ej , ej) == 0 
if i == 1, 2 and j = 3, 4. Finally, Z will always denote the identity matrix 
of degree 2. 
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1. THE ~-%uTURE OF G 
We shall assume throughout the paper that G is a finite group satisfying 
the hypothesis of the theorem: 
G has an irzvolution tl such that 
Cjfl) = L,J, [I,1 > Jl -z 1, L, n J =-: (tl>, (‘1 
where L, = SL,(q), J w Sp,(q), and q is odd. 
Here we have placed a subscript on t and L, for reasons which will soon 
appear. We shall assume also that 
G + C(t,) O(G). (4 
Our aim is to prove that G z PSp,(q). 
We shall identify J with Spa(q), and in turn identify the elements of Sp,,(q) 
with their matrices with respect to a symplectic basis {er , e, , e3 , eJ of the 
4-dimensional symplectic vector space over F, on which they act. Thus 
J consists of all 4 x 4 matrices M over F, such that MBM’ = B, where AZ’ 
is the transpose of Air and 
Since t, E Z(J), the matrix representation of t, as an element of J is 
t, 2 (-; -“I,. 
M’c now choose two other involutions of J, 
so that 
t1t2t,, : 1 (3) 
and we have a four-subgroup 
D = {I, t, ) t, , t:s} -: (fl , t2>. 
We identify SL,(q) with the group of all 2 x 2 matrices over F, with 
determinant I, and set 
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Then L, and L, are subgroups of J, and CJ(tz) is their direct product, SO tlhat 
C(D) = L,L,L, . (4) 
Also, we have isomorphisms 
cp3 : =2(q) -+L3 3 v3(4 = 
I 0 
i 1 0 A' 
We also choose an isomorphism 
91 : SJwd -+4 - 
Thus, for i = I, 2, 3, we have 
ti = c&(-I). 
We define integers 6, n, e by the conditions 
q - S = 2ne, n :;: 2, s = &l, e odd, 
so that, in particular, q = S(mod 4). The order of C(t,) is 
j C(t,)l = -i 1 L ; IJ ( = -:q(q2 - l)q4(@ - 1) (4” - I), 
so that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(Q has order 2 o?~+~. We now proceed to con- 
struct such a subgroup. We fix a generator E of the multiplicative group of 
F ,,and,fori=1,2,3,set 
where in the second case 01 and /3 are elements of F, such that 01 + ,8 61 
is a generator of the group of elements of F,z whose norm in F, is 1. Then di 
is an element of order q - S in Lj , generating a subgroup whose normalizer is 
(di , b,), where 
where in the second case ;1 and TV are elements of Fq such that x” + $ = -- 1. 
Then bi inverts ni , and bi2 = t, . In fact, 
I f  we put 
XLJ(di”)) = (di , b,), if Iti” # 1, ti . (5) 
ai = d,?, 
then Qi = (ai , 6,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Li , and is a generalized quater- 
nion group of order 2n+1. Eecause of (3), 
I QlQzQs I = + I Ql I I Qz I I Qa I = 23ni-2. 
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To obtain a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(t,) we adjoin the element 
of J, which has the properties 
for all x in SC,(q). Then we see that a Sylow 2-subgroup S of C(t,) is given by- 
s = !!211a1c?!3,~?, 
Qi = (ai , bij, a:“-’ = bL2 = (sib,)” = ti , ti2 = 1 (i ~= 1, 2, 3), 
[& ) Q2] = [Q, , Q,] = [Q2 ) Q,] = 1, t,t,t, = 1, 
112 =tl,[&,u] = 1,~; :u3,b; =b,. 
Since Z&r,) :: (t;>, and u interchanges t, and t, , we see that 
Z(S) = ::t,>. (7) 
Since t, is the only involution of L, , and J has only two classes of 
involutions, represented by t, and t, ([4], p. 102), every involution of C(t,) 
is conjugate in C(t,) to t, or t, , or is of the form q, where .x EL, , y  E I, 
and x2 = y” == t, . Since L, and .I each has only one class of elements whose 
square is t, ([4], p. 106), all these involutions are conjugate in C(t,). One such 
involution is 
‘z: =: f&f, , 
where, for i 1,2,3, 
where in the first case A” ~~~ -1 and in the second case A ~~~ il. Thus, 
C(f,) has 3 classes of involutions, represented by t, , t, and z’. 
IVe remark that CLI( fi) = (d,), and that bi transforms fi into ti f, . 
Heuce 
Since the centralizer in C(t,) of any element z consists of al1 elements xy, 
where x t L, , y  E J, and either zs = z” = z, or nz = .zg = trz, we have 
c(t, ,4 = (4 , Cd+ hb,O (8) 
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An easy computation shows that C,(v) = C,(fJJ consists of all elements of 
the form 
where in the first case (; E) lies in G&(q) and (~1 &;) is its contragredient 
(inverse transpose), and in the second case 
is an element of GU,(q), the group of all unitary matrices of degree 2 with 
coeficients in Fa, . Hence, 
C,(v) w GL(q) (8 = l), or GL(q) (6 = I), 
and so 
j C,(V)\ = q($ - l)(q - 6). 
In either case, (uZ , a3 , u) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(v). 
The derived group C,(V)’ is the subgroup of C,(V) corresponding to SL,&) 
or SZIz(,(g), and has order q(q2 - I). It contains the element [ Q~ , u] = q~~-~, 
and also contains U, since u is the element of C,(V) corresponding to the 
element (f -t) of G&(q) or GILrz(q). Thus the generalized quaternion group 
(a,a,-l, u> of order 2”+l is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,,(W)‘. Since dz is an element 
of C,(v) corresponding to an element of GL,(q) or GU,(p) whose determinant 
is a primitive (q -. 6)-th root of I, C,(V) is the semi-direct product of (d,> 
and CJ(~)‘. 
LEMMA 1.1. If X is a subgroup of G, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of X n C(t,), 
and <tl) is a characteristic subgroup of T, then T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S. 
In particular, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of X containing T. Then KU(T) 
normalizes the characteristic subgroup (tJ of T, so that NU( T) < C(t,). 
Thus N,(T) = T, so that U = T, by an elementary property of groups of 
prime power order. This proves the first statement. The second statemlent 
follows by setting X = G, T = S, since <tJ is characteristic in S, by (7). 
LEMMA 1.2. G has exactZy two conjugacy cZasses of involutions, Kl and 
Kz , where Kl r\ C(t,) consists of the classes in C(t,) represented by t, and t, , 
and K, n C(t,) is the class in C(t,) represented by v. 
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Proof From (8), a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(t, , ZJ) is the group 
T = (a,, a3, a3 , u, blb,b,>, 
or order 23?/+l. We have the commutator relations 
[u, a21 :- [a3 , u] = u2ay1, [b,b,b, , oi] = oi2 (i = I, 2, 3). 
It follows that 
1” :: (a,“, a2’*, nap, a,a;l‘,, 
an Abelian group. The set of all 2+r-th powers of elements of T’ is the sub- 
group <tJ, so that (tJ is characteristic in T. By Lemma 1.1, T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C(v). Since T is not isomorphic with the Sylow 2-subgroup 
S of C(t,), v  is not conjugate to t, in G. 
By a theorem of Glauberman ([6], Th. I), the condition (2) is equivalent 
with saying that t, is conjugate in G to some involution of S distinct from t, , 
Since such an involution is conjugate in C(t,) to ZI or t2 , t, must be conjugate 
to t, in G. This proves the lemma. 
The next result is fundamental for the rest of the paper. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let D = \tl , t2;,. Then 
X(D) = (LIL,L,, , s, zd‘, 
where 8 L, , (~31)~ = I, L,” -: L, , and [s, L3] :-- 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, all involutions of C(t,) distinct from t, which lie 
in Kl are conjugate in C(t,). Since t, is conjugate in G to t, , all involutions 
of C(t,) distinct from t, which lie in Kr arc conjugate in C(t,). Thus there 
exists an element y  such that 
Y t W,), y  : f ,  --z t, . 
Then -v : t, = t,t, + t,t, = t, , so that y  E N(D). We set 
Since 1~~ p= t, , sa -7. tl’J = f, . Since u interchanges t, and t, , s interchanges 
t,” ~ t, and tag’ = t, . We see that N(D) induces the full automorphism group 
on D, so that 
N(D)/C(D) cz z; , 
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the symmetric group of degree 3. Also, 
by (4). Now, y  normalizes C(D) = LIL,L, and so acts on the quotient group 
C(D)/0 = L,DID x L,DiD x L,D/D. 
The group L,D/D w L,/L, n D = Li/(ti) = PSL,(q) is an indecomposable 
group with trivial center. By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, y  permutes the 
subgroups L,D, L,D, L,D among themselves. Since Li is the unique subgroup 
of index 2 in L,D, y  permutes the subgroups L, , L, , L, among themselves. 
Since t r , t, , t, are the unique involutions in I,, , I., , L, respectively, we must 
have 
L1” z L 3, Il.,” = L I 2 1 L,” = L 1' 
Kow, LIS == (L3U)Y = L21’ = L, ) [s, L3] = [u, LJ’ = 1. 
Suppose that x EL, . Since xL E.& , P EL, , and s2 and u2 centralize 
w‘,L, > 
Thus, [L, , (s~)~] = 1. Since L, = r:, L, = Ly, and su centralizes (su)~, we 
also have [L, , (szL)~] = [L, , (szL)~] == 1, so that 
(su)~ E C(C(D)) = Z(C(D)) = D. 
Since su permutes the involutions t r , t, , t, of D cyclically, we must h:ave 
(SZL)~ = I. This proves the lemma. 
L%‘e may assume that the isomorphism CJ+ of SL,(q) with L, is so chosen 
that vi(x)” = &x), for all x in SL,(q). Th us the properties of s analogous 
to (6) are 
s2 = t 37 s : 44 - %c% v364 - 9)3w (9 
for all x in Z,(q), so that 
NOW, 
su : vr(x) + cpa(X) -+ v2(x) + ~r(31”), all x in SL,@). 
(mu)-l = u-ls-lu-l = ut,t,st,u = ut,t,t,su = usu, 
by (3). Since sususu = 1, we see that 
sus = usu. (10) 
We shall find the order of the centralizers of involutions in the class IC2 . 
This information will be required only at the end of the proof of the theorem. 
481!12/4-4 
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LEMMA 1.4. C(v) has a subgroup K of index 2, with Sylow 2-subgroup 
Y = <aI , a, , a, , u>, 
and C&) = (dl , C,(v);. 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 1.2, C(v) has as Sylow 2-subgroup the 
group 
T = <a, , a, , a3 , u, blb2b3). 
Let T* be the focal group of T in C(v), i.e. 
T* = T n C(V)‘. 
Clearly T* contains 
T’ = (a,“, a,‘, aza3). 
We have previously seen that u E C,(v)‘, so that T* contains the subgroup 
W = (a12, at2, a2a3 , u >. 
The quotient group T/W is elementary Abelian of order 8, 
T/W = (a,W; a,W, b,b,b,W). 
The group 
I7 = (a, , a,, a3 , u) 
is a maximal subgroup of T, containing II’. The involutions of Y have the 
form xy, where x t (a,), y  E (a,, a, , u,,, and either x2 = y2 = 1 or 
.2,2r:yS=t,.Ifx”-y2-~l,thcn~y~K~,andifX2,y2=t,,then 
xy E K, . Since fi commutes with 1~’ and .fJ.. with y, (xfJ” = x”fi2 = x2tl 
and (yf2f3)” = y2f2”f3” = y2t2t, = y2t, . Thus, if z is an involution of Y 
lying in Kz , then .av :-= 1 or zu E K, . The involutions b,b,b, , b,b,b,al , 
b,b,b,a, , b,b,b,a,a, lie in K, If  one of them were conjugate in C(v) to an 
involution z of Y, then b,b,b,v, b,b,b,a,r, b,b,b,a,v or b,b,b,a,a,v would be 
conjugate to zz’, an element of Kr . This is impossible, since b,b,b,v, b,b,b,a,v, 
b,b,b,a,v and b,b,b,a,a,v lie in K, . 
We now apply a lemma of Thompson ([IO], Lemma 5.38), which may be 
stated as follows: 
LEMMA. I f  Y is a maximal subgroup of a Sylow 2-subgroup of a jinite group 
tl, then every inaolution of H’ is conjugate in H to an element of Y. 
In our case it follows that T* does not contain blb,b,, b,b,b,a, , b,b,b3a, 
or b,b,b,a,a, . Since these four elements represent the cosets of Win T which 
do not lie in Y, it follows that 7 ‘* <. Y, and hence that C(v) has a subgroup _ 
K of index 2 with Y as Sylow 2-subgroup. 
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Since (dl , C,(V)) is the unique subgroup of index 2 in 
Ctt, 34 = (4 , C.&), b,b,b,) 
having Y as Sylow 2-subgroup, we must have 
Cidtd = (4 , C&D. 
This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA I .5. K has a normal subgroup R of index 2”-l, with 
X = (a,a,‘, a2aT1, u> 
as Sylow 2-subgroup, and 
C,(t,) = z x M, 
where Z is cyclic of order e = (q - 6)/2’“, and M is isomorphic with GL,(q) OY 
GU,(q) according as 6 = 1 or S :: - 1. Also, R has no subgroup of index 2. 
Proof. The focal group Y* of Y in K contains 
Y’ = (aza,‘). 
Since u E CJ(z))’ < K’, Y* contains u also. Since (a2a;1)2n-1 = t,t, = t, , ,<t,) 
is characteristic in Y, so that NK(Y) < CK(tl) = (4 , C,(u)). Hence, 
N,(Y)’ f7 Y < C,(v)’ n Y = (a,a,l, 24). 
By Grtin’s theorem, Y* is generated by (a2aL1, u) and the elements of Y 
which are conjugate in K to elements of (a2ai1\. 
The subgroup 
A = (al , a2 , a,) 
is an Abelian maximal subgroup of I’. I f  B were another Abelian maximal 
subgroup of Y, then Z(Y) would contain the subgroup A n B of index 2 in A. 
However, Z(Y) = (a i , aza3) has index 2” in A. Thus A is the only Abelian 
maximal subgroup of Y. If  zi , a2 are elements of A which are conjugate in K, 
say 
Xl - %T5, XEK, 
then A and Ax are subgroups of C,(zr). I f  T1 and 7’, are Sylow 2-subgroups 
of C&J containing A and A” respectively, then by Sylow’s theorem there 
is an element y  of C,(z,) such that T1 = T2u. Since A”‘J is contained in Tl 
but A is the only Abelian subgroup of order / A j in Tl, we have AXy = A, 
i.e. xy E N%(A). Also z, = x,” = vzV. Thus two elements of A which are 
conjugate in K are alkeady conjugayi in N,(A). 
The involutions of A lying in the class Kr are t, , t, , t, and generate the 
four-group D. Thus N(A) < N(D). By Lemma 1.3 and (5), 
N(A) = cd, , d2 , d;, , 6, , 6, , 6, , s, u), 
so that 
N(A) n C(U) y= ,d, , d, , d3 , b,b,b, , S, u). 
Since X(A) n C(v) = N,(A) (b,b,b,) and blb,b, inverts ~2&, an element of 
A is conjugate in N,(A) to an element of (a+~;~) if and only if it is conjugate 
in N(A) n C(v) to an element of (~~a;~>. Since the conjugacy class of 
u~u;~ in N(A) n C( ZI consists of all n,a;’ where i,j -~z- 1, 2, 3, and i g-j, )
the elements of A conjugate in K to an element of (a+~$‘> generate the sub- 
group /u,a;l, a a 2 ;l). Thus Y” is generated by the subgroup 
x = \ala,l, u,u,l, 24) 
of index 2+l in Y, together with the elements of Y - A which are conjugate 
in K to an element of (~,a,-~). 
Let z be such an element of Y ~~ .4. We have 
z = Ul’U,‘U,“U, 
for some ;, j, k, so that 9 == u~z(u2u.J~ tktl . I f  z is not an involution, then t, 
is the unique involution in both <a&1’ and (z>, so that x must be conjugate 
in CK(tl) to an element of (a+;r>. Since u2ui1 E CJ(~)’ = CK(tl)‘, we see that 
z E CJ(~)’ n Y = (u+z;~, 24) sg X. 
I f  z is an involution, then z must be conjugate in K to the involution 
t, of iu,u;‘), so that z belongs to the class Kl . This implies that 
2i 
a1 = (a,a,)j+kt, = 1, so that i = O(mod 2”-l) and j + k = 2+l(mod 2%). 
Thus, a;+jtfi =- 1 or t, . Since t, = (u~uQ~)~~-* E X, and 
we see that x E X. Thus, Y” = X, and K has a normal subgroup R of index 
2+l, with X as Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Since C,(v) is the semi-direct product 
C,(u) = (4) Cd+, 
(dJ e (d,), and dl centralizes C,(v)‘, we see that 
M r= (d,d;‘) C&I)’ 
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is a subgroup isomorphic to CJ(zf), i.e. to G&(q) or Gus(q) according as 
S r- 1 or 6 = -1. If  2 is the subgroup of order e in (d,), then 2 x M is 
the unique normal subgroup of index 2+l in CK(tl) having X as Syllow 
2-subgroup, and so we must have 
CR(tl) = 2 x M. 
Since R contains all elements of C(v) of odd order, su lies in R. We know 
that u and a+~;~ lie in C,(v)’ = M’ and so in R’. Hence ala;’ = (u~u;~)~~ 
also lies in R’. Thus X < R’, and so R has no subgroup of index 2. This 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA I .6. I C(v)1 = q3(q3 - w72 - l)(q - 6). 
Proof. I f  we set or = ul@, 0s = ulail, T = ut, , then we see that the 
Sylow 2-subgroup X of R is generated by o1 , CJ~ and T, and that 
so that X is the wreath product of a cyclic group of order 2” with a group of 
order 2. We set p = (~~a;‘. We can choose a matrix representation of M’ as 
G&(q) or GU,(q) so that r is represented by (y A), and /3 by (z F-r), where y  
is a primitive 2”th root of 1, since /3 = [ Q-, OJ is an element of order 2n lying 
in M’, which is the subgroup of M corresponding to SL,(q) or SU,(q), and 
since 7 is an involution inverting /3. Now we can easily compute that 
I CdP)l = I C&)1 = (q - V, I CM@, ~11 = q - 6, so that 
I CR(h)I = 4q2 - l)(q - S), I CAP)1 = I Cd6 , Q-)I = 4s - Sj2, 
I CdP, 4 = 4q - 3. 
We can now apply a result of Brauer ([I], Th. 2) to conclude that 
1 R 1 = q3(q3 - S)(qz - I)e. 
(The integer denoted f in [I] is a root of the quadratic equation 
I CdP)I I CR(~I , T)l”f (f f 1) = I CR(Q/ / CI@, 7);” (f - I)‘, 
which in this case has f = Sq as its only integral solution. Then the numbers 
denoted a, c, t, E in [I] are easily calculated to be 1, e(q - S), 1, 6 respectively.) 
Since R has index 2” in C(v), and 2ne = q - 6, we see that 
as asserted. 
I C(v)l = q3k3 - WI2 - lb - S), 
We remark that if S = 1, then Brauer’s characterization of PGL,(q) [I] 
can be used to determine the structure of C(v) completely. However, we shall 
not need this information. 
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2. THE ~-STRUCTURE OF G 
We shall determine the structure of the normalizer of a Sylowp-subgroup of 
G, where p is the characteristic of the field F, . 
For o( in F, , we set 
We shall also write 
elements of J. Then, for 1 < i .< 5, 
Pi = {q(a) / a E F,} 
is a subgroup of C(t,), and the mapping 
a --f q(e) (e EF*) (11) 
is an isomorphism of the additive group ofF, with P, , so that Pi is elementary 
Abelian of order q. PI, P, and P3 are Sylow p-subgroups of L, , L, and L, 
respectively. We shall later define further subgroups P, , P, , P, , P9 , each 
isomorphic with the additive group of F, , and we shall denote by Pijl,... the 
complex PiP,Pl, . . . . Then Pzsd5 is a Sylow p-subgroup of /, whose structure 
is determined by the fact that the mappings (11) are isomorphisms, together 
with the relations 
for all OL, /3 in F, . We also have 
[-1’1(4, %@)I = 17 (j = 2, 3,4, 5), 
and the subgroup Pl2845 is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(t,), of order q5. 
We shall need the elements 
(13) 
ci pz (; -;, (i = 1,2, 3). 
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Since c1 transforms x1(~) into y,(i -y), we see that 
P,nP,e = 1. (14) 
Using the symplectic basis {q , e2 , e3 , 4 e } of the symplectic space Eon which 
J = Sp,(q) acts, we make the convention that Eijk . . . is the subspace o:f E 
generated by (ei , ej , ek ,... }. Then the elements of Pzsa5 leave El and El3 
invariant and induce the identity transformation on El and E13/Er . Since 
c2c3 transforms El into E, and El3 into Ez4 , the elements of (P2345)c2c3 le,ave 
E, and E,, invariant and induce the identity transformation on E, and E,,/E2 . 
Thus an element x of P,,,, n (P2345)c2c3 maps 
el - el , e2 --j e2 , e3 - e3 + Be1 , e4 - e4 + ye2 , 
for some ,5, y  in F, . Since x is symplectic, ,E = y  = 0. Thus, 
PB45 n (P2345)caC3 = 1. (15) 
We compute that u normalizes P1235 and that ca normalizes Przp5 . In fact, 
we have the relations 
u : x1(01) -+ x1(a), 44 * X3(4? X5(“) - x5(--4, (16) 
c3 : x1(4 -+ x1(a), 44 -+ 44 
44 -+ x5(-47 x5(a) + x4(a). (17) 
The subgroup of the elements of J fixing the vectors of E,, is P2a5 . Hence 
N,(P& is the set of all elements of J leaving E,, invariant. I f  (t “,) is an 
element of G&(q), we set 
where ($ :I) is the contragredient of (c “,). Then this is an element of j, 
and y4 is an isomorphism of G&(q) with a subgroup L, of J. Since L, leaves 
the subspace El3 invariant and induces the full group of nonsingular lin.ear 
transformations on it, we have 
NJ(P235) = p235-G * (,W 
Since x4(~) = I& y), we see that Pa is a Sylow p-subgroup of L, . We also 
remark that czc3 normalizes L, . 
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An easy computation shows that C,(P,) consists of all elements of J of the 
form 
For this to be a symplectic matrix, we must have X2 = 1, hp + py = PT. 
/\a + rt = ,8~, det (y G) = 1. Then this element is equal to 
Hence 
CJ(PJ ~ :f,>L,p,,, . (19) 
Now, I’,,, may be described as the group of all elements of / leaving El and 
EsJJ invariant and inducing the identity transformation on El and E1.JEl . 
Since CJ(P2) leaves both El and &a4 invariant, P,,, is a normal subgroup 
of C,(P,), so that the product (19) of it,) L, with Pzs4 is semidirect. It follows 
that 
CJ(P,,) = <t1i C&I) CP*,,(PS) = UP,,, ? 
by the relations (12), where D is the four-group (ti , te). 
Since t, does not centralize Ps , we have 
cJ(p~,d f’ri;,~ fl>. 
For each nonzero element h of F, , we set 
(20) 
(21) 
&CA) = Pi (t f-l)9 (i = 1, 2, 3). 
Then, for i = I, 2, 3, 
is a subgroup of Li , and the mapping 
h + k(4 (0 f  AEF,) 
is an isomorphism of the multiphcativc group of F, with E;r, , so that Hi 
is cyclic of order 4 - 1. The involution t, belongs to I-Ii , since 
/2,(-l) --- tj (i := 1, 2, 3). 
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Since t,t,t, = 1 and [Hr , HZ] = [Hr , Hs] = [H, , Hs] = I, 
H = H,H,H, 
is Abelian of order &(q - 1)3. H normalizes each Pi , 1 < i < 5. In fact we 
compute that the action of E-I on PlzSA5 is given by Table I, in which the entry 
in the row labelled h,(X) and the column labelled q(oi) is the transform of 
.xj(a) by h,(A). 
TABLE I 
k,(h) x1(4 X?(R) x,(X%) x,(X-‘n) %(W 
We compute easily that 
CLJP,) = p,<t1>, N&‘d = f’,ff, . (22) 
LEMMA 2.1. C(P,,,) has a normal 2-complement Pl23567 of order q6, 
where PG = PSS, P7 := Pp. 
Proof. By (22) and (20), 
where D is the four-group (t r , ta). I f  t, = t,” for some x in C(P,,,), then 
f, == t,.q =:- ty, so that xs E C(t,). Also, PfS = PI” = P2 . This is impossible, 
since PI < L, 4 C(t,), and Pz < L, . Hence t, and t, are not conjugate 
in C(P,,,). The same argument with us in place of s shows that t, and ts 
are not conjugate in C(PlzJ. Now the argument of Lemma 1.1 shows that 
D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(P,,,). By Burnside’s theorem, C(P,,,) has a 
normal 2-complement K. We have 
by (23). Since s and u normalize Plz3, by (9) and (6), they normalize K. 
-Also, t,” = t, and ty = t, , so that 
CK(GJ == CKW = PI236 , 
C&J -= CK(tp == PlZ3, , 
where P, :.-: PjS, P, = Py. Since Cp,(te) = 1, 
C,(D) = Pm . 
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We now apply a result of Brauer and Gorenstein and Walter ([7], p. 555), 
which we shall call 
Brauer’s Formula. If t, , t, , t, are the three involutions of a four-group D 
acting on a group K of odd order, then 
I K I I C&W = I C&d I C&I I C&I> 
K = C&d C&J C&J. 
We conclude that 1 K / = q6 and that K = P1235P1236P123, 
This proves the lemma. 
We now set 
?5(4 = x5(a)s, 44 = %(4su, (a 6 F*), 
P 123567 . 
(24) 
so that the mappings (y. + x6(a), (Y + x,(01) are isomorphisms of the additive 
group of F, with P, and P, respectively. Obviously P7 = P6u. Since 
su2 = st, = t,s and t, normalizes P5 , P, = PTu. 
The structure of PI23567 is determined by the following result. 
LEMMA 2.2. The subgroup PI23567 is the normal 2-complement of C(P,,,,), 
and is an elementary Abelian group. 
Proof. Since C(P,,,,) & C(P,,,), we deduce from Lemma 2.1 that 
C(PI’,,,,) has a normal 2-complement M = C&P,,,,), where K = PI23567 , 
Since PIzS5 is Abelian, M > PIzS5 . 
Suppose that M = PIzz5 . By (22) and (21), 
C(Pl335) n %) = Pl235(0 
By Lemma 1.1, (tl) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(P,,,,). By the Frattini argu- 
ment, (22) and (1 S), 
= CP'1235) Pl335L4Hl > 
so that Pl~35a = Pl2345 is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(P12&. Now the relations 
(12) show that if x is any element of PI2345 not in PI235 , then CP,,,,(x) = P,P, , 
so that any Abelian subgroup of PlzsJ5 not in Pl235 has order at most q3. 
Thus Plaz6 is characteristic in Plzsa5 , being the only Abelian subgroup of 
order y3. It follows that LV(P~~~.& < iV(Plss5), so that Pl2345 is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of its normalizer in G. This implies that P12345 is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of G, contradicting Lemma 2.1. 
Thus M > Plzs5 , so that M contains some nontrivial element of P,, , 
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say x,(a) x&3), where 01 or /3 is nonzero. Since H normalizes PIzs5 , H also 
normalizes M. From Table I, we obtain the relations 
Ps(4, M91 = 1, C%(P), 4iNl = %((X - 1)13)* 1(25) 
Transforming by s and SU, we see that 
so that M contains 
L%(4 4% MYI = X7(@ - l)P)Y 
for all nonzero X in F, . I f  fi f  0, it follows that P7 < M. If /3 = 0, then trans- 
forming the second relation (25) by s and replacing p by cy, we see that M 
contains 
for all non-zero h in F, , so that P, < M. Since u normalizes PIzz5 , u nor- 
malizes M. Since transformation by u interchanges P6 and P, , 121 contains 
both P, and P, in any case, so that we have M = PI123567 , and 
Since u normalizes P:, , we see by (10) that 
P,” = py = p;= c pr z p, ) 
[P, ) P,] = [P5 ) P,]S = 1. 
Since P6 and P, are Abelian, it follows that PI2356, is Abelian. Being the 
direct product of PI , Pz , Pz , P5 , P, , P, , it is elementary Abelian, This 
proves the lemma. 
We shall use the following nonsimplicity criterion. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let X be a finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup T isomorphic 
with the Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp,(q), f or some odd q. If j is an involution in 
Z(T), then 
x = C,(j) O(X). 
Proof. The group T is the wreath product of a generalized quaternion 
group with a group of order 2, i.e. 
T = (0, x Q&3>> 
where Qr and Qa are generalized quaternion groups of order 2”+i, zs == 1, 
and Qr” = Qz . Let j, , jz be the involutions in Qi , Qz , respectively. Tlhen 
Z(T) = (j), where j = jr, j2. 
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I f  x is an involution of QrQa distinct from j, then x is j, or j, , and 
C’=(x) :I Q,Qz . The number of square roots of j in Q1Q2 is (2” + 2)2, while 
the number of square roots of each of jl and jz in Q1Q2 is only 2(2” + 2). 
Hence (j) is characteristic in C’,(x). 
I f  x is an involution of T not in QIQa , then Q1” = Qa , so that 
C,(x) = (x) x Q, Q .= {yy” ; y  E Ql>. 
The group Q is of generalized quaternion type, and contains the involution 
31/l . . 2 = j,j, -: j. Sincej is the only involution of C,(x) which is a square, we 
see that again (j) is characteristic in CT(x). 
Suppose that j is conjugate in X to some involution x of 1’ distinct from j. 
Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x) n C,(j) is conjugate in C,(j) to a sub- 
group of T, we can assume, after replacing x by a suitable conjugate, that 
C,(x) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x) n C,(j). Since (j) is characteristic 
in CT(x), it follows as in Lemma 1.1 that C,(x) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Cx(x), and hence that C,(x) = T, since x is conjugate in X to j. This is a 
contradiction, since Z(T) = (j). H ence j is conjugate in X to no other 
involution of T. The lemma now follows from Glauberman’s theorem 
WI, Th. 1). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let V = O(C(P,)). Then 
C(Pl) = JK N(P,) = JVH, . 
The group V/PI is Abelian. The order of V is q”, and 
v = Pl6789 3 
where P, = Pas, Pg = Pp. 
Proof. By (22), 
C(Pl) n w = JP, 9 VP,) n W = JW4 . 
A Sylow 2-subgroup T of J is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(P,) n C(t,), and 
has (tr) as its center. By Lemma 1 .I, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(P,). By 
Lemma 2.3, if V = O(C(P,)), 
C(P,) = JP,V = JV, 
since obviously PI < V. Also, the Frattini argument and the fact that (tJ 
is characteristic in T show that 
W’J = WdV’d n C(Q) = JVH, . 
Since C,(t,) = PI , t, acts without fixed points on V/PI . Thus t, inverts 
VIP1 7 and V/PI is Abelian. 
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By (19), C(P,) r\ C(t,) = L,L,P,,, . Transforming by s, we find that 
C(Pl) t-7 C(h) = L&,Pl,, 9 
where P, = Pas. Since t, inverts both Ps and Pa , t, = tzS inverts both P6 
and Pa . Since t, centralizes C(P,) module I’, it follows that Plc8 < V. 
Since L,L, <l J, we see that 
CdtJ = pm 9 
a group of order q3. Since u E C(P,) and u transforms t, into t, , we have 
C&> = e6s = pm ) 
where P9 = PST4 = Pp. By Brauer’s formula, / V j = q5 and 
v  = p1pmp179 = PI6789 > 
since V/PI is Abelian, so that P, , P, , P, , Pg are permutable among them- 
selves, modulo PI . This proves the lemma. 
We set 
X8(E) = x4((Y)“, %(a) = x4(+, (ff  EF*h (:26) 
so that the mappings 01---f x8(a), 01 --f x9(~) are isomorphisms of the additive 
group of Fq with P, and Pg . Transforming the relevant entries of Tabk I 
by s and su, we find the action of H on P, , P, , P, , Pg. This is given in 
Table II. 
TABLE II 
M4 x9(4 XdW 44 x9(X%) 
h&V XdW X44 x,(X-‘a) x9(4 
Also, transformation of the relations [LL, , P6] = [L, , P4] = 1 by s and su 
yields the relations 
L,~,l = [b,P,l = [Lz,P,l = [-&,P$J = 1. 
Since u2 = t, inverts P6, P, , P,, , Pg , we have 
24 : %(4 - 44, %(4 - %(-4 




Transformation of some of the relations (17) by s and su gives the relations 
We can now determine the structure of V. 
LEMMA 2.5. For CI, /3 in F, , the following relations hold: 
L%t4 a91 = M4 s(P)1 = Gw3)> 
[x;(a)> .q(P)] = 1, WI’> L {1,6,7, &9), G,j) f  (6, 8) 07 (7,9>. 
Pvoqf. Transformation of the relation [x5(n), r&3)] := x2(2@) given in (I 2) 
by s and su yields the first pair of relations. Since I/ :z C(P,), obviously 
[PI , P,] = I for j = 6, 7, 8, 9. By the relations (27), (29), 30), 
Ps”” = P, ) PP = I$ ) PF z P8 ) pp = p, ) Psr,Q z p8 ) p? z pg. (31) 
By Lemma 2.2, [P6, P,] = I. Transforming by cp , c, , caca , we find that 
[Pr, , PJ = [P, , P,] = [P8 , P,] == 1. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let U = Pl23456789 . Then U is a subgroup of G of order q9, 
normalized by H, and the structure of the subgroup UH is determined by the 
relations 
[x2(4, %(P>l = 1, [%2(4, %(PN = %(o$“> ~,(orp>, 
h(4 %iP)I == %(@P”) %(4% M4 %@)I = 1, 
[x4(4 %@)I = x7(--4% rx404 GY = 1, 
[X4(4 %@)I = 17 [x4(4 %(P)l = %(4% 
[%f4 %@>I = 44 M47 543)l = %W)~ 
the relations (12) and (13), the relations of Tables I and II and Lemma 2.5, 
Lemma 2.2, and the known structures of the subgroups Pi(l < i < 9) and H. 
Proof. Since J has Sylow p-subgroup P2345 of order 44, Lemma 2.4 shows 
that 
P,,,,V = 1)3’.3456789 = u 
is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(P,), of order qg. We have seen that H normalizes 
each P, , so that H normalizes ti, and we have found the action of H on 
each P, in Tables I and II. The structures of P2345 and V are given by the 
relations (12) and Lemma 2.5. It remains to determine the action of Pzzb5 
on I-. LYe know that I’,,,, centralizes PI , and that P, , P, and P, centralize 
PG and Pr , by Lemma 2.2. 
The first and fourth of the asserted relations follow immediately from (27). 
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The second and third relations are obtained by transforming by su and s 
the relation [x3(~), X&I)] = ~~(a$“) xs(o?p) given in (12). 
For each element x of I’, write 5 for the corresponding element of V/P1 . 
We shall write the Abelian group V/Pi additively and make it into a 4- 
dimensional vector space over F, by defining scalar multiplication in the 
obvious way: 
where h, CY, /3, y, p EF* . By Table II, h,(h) ac s on V/PI as multiplication by t 
the scalar h. Since J normalizes I’ and PI , and centralizes Hi , J acts on 
V/PI by linear transformations. Since t, inverts V/PI , this action is faithful. 
I f  X, y  E V, then since V/PI is Abelian and PI < Z(V), [x, y] lies in PI 
and depends only on x and y. Thus we have 
ix, Yl = x1(--2f(% Y)), 
where f is a mapping of (V/PI) x (V/P& into F, . Lemma 2.5 shows that f 
is a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form, so that V/PI becomes a 
symplectic vector space over F, , and that 
is a symplectic basis. We shall represent linear transformations on V/PI by 
their matrices with respect to this basis. Since J centralizes PI , the linear 
transformations of V/PI induced by J are symplectic, and we have an 
isomorphism of J with the symplectic group of Jr/PI . We wish to prove that 
this isomorphism is given by 
x + x, (34 
where the x on the left is an element of / and the x on the right is the matrix 
of the corresponding linear transformation on V/PI . 
From Table II, (30), (27), th e relations we have already proved, Lemma 2.2, 
and (28), we see that (32) is valid when x is h,(h), c2, x2(a) or u, i.e. when x is 
any one of the matrices 
It fo!lows that the isomorphism of / with the symplectic group of V/P, has 
the form 
.ll’ + ecx), 
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where H is an automorphism of Sp,(y) 1 eaving each of the matrices (33) 
fixed. Every automorphism of Sp,(q) is induced by a semi-similitude, 
i.e. a field automorphism followed by a certain type of linear transformation 
([SJ, p. 97). I f  u is the field automorphism associated with 8, then a leaves 
invariant all sets {h, h-l}, 0 f  A E F, , since 0 preserves the first type of matrix 
in (33) and transformation by a linear transformation does not change 
eigenvalues. Thus 0 2:: 1.1f~fl,thcnqisasquare,y=r2,andaisthe 
automorphism o( --f 01~. But if X is a primitive root in F, , then h’ is not X or 
X--l, so that CJ does not preserve {h, h ‘1. Hence 0 = 1 and 0 is the auto- 
morphism induced by some linear transformation 7. 
Since B preserves the first type of matrix in (33), the matrix of 7 with respect 
to g has the form (t i), where il and B are 2 x 2 matrices. Since B preserves 
the second and third type of matrix in (33), d is a scalar multiple of I. Finally, 
since A preserves the last of matrices (33) .-I ~~~ B. Hence 7 is a scalar multiple 
of the identity, so that 0 = 1 and the isomorphism of J with the symplectic 
group of V/P, is indeed given by (32). 
In particular, WC see that xg(ol) induces the linear transformation on VIP, 
whose matrix with respect tog is 
100 0 




This means that, modulo PI , we have 
q(a) : q(P) - X7(P), %(P) - 4 -4) 4% 
%@9 -> %(P) 44% %3(P) + %(P). (34) 
Now, by Table II, t, == h,(-l) inverts P,, . Since t, centralizes Pi,,, , and 
P 12356, is Abelian by Lemma 2.2, 
[t1 9 ~1235671 = ptv . 
Since L, normalizes PI,,,,, by (18) and Lemma 2.2, and centralizes t, , 
L, normalizes P,, Since czcQ normalizes L, and transforms P,, into Pa9 
by (31), L, also normalizes Pa9 . Since xq(ol) EL, , this implies that the 
relations (34) are valid exactly, not just modulo PI . Thus we have the asserted 
relations involving sq(ol). Finally, transformation of two of these relations 
by cQ and replacement of 01 by --CL give the last two relations, by use of (17), 
(29), and (27). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
\Ve remark that since P,,,, acts faithfully on V/PI and since we easily see 
from Lemma 2.5 that Z(V) =- PI , it follows that 
Z(U) = PI, 
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so that N(U) s; N(Pr). F rom Lemma 2.4 we find that 
,V( C’) = N,(P,,,,) I/H, = UH. 
Since 0‘ is a Sylow p-subgroup of UH, this implies that CT is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of G. However, me shall not need to use this fact. 
Since / C.,’ 1 = @, we see that every element x of CT has a unique expression 
in the form 
x = fJ .%(4? 
where each o(? is an element of F, , and the product is taken in order of 
increasing i. Lk*-e shall call this the standardform of x, and refer to the ordering 
of the product as the standard order. 
3. THE (BN-PAIR 
Using the relations (9), (16), (17) (27), (29), the definitions (24), (26), the 
fact that s2 --_ t, inverts P4 and P, , and id2 = t, inverts P, and E’s , and the 
computation 
s;(@ z x5(a).‘~~S Z ~.Joi)““U = s:,(--0l)“” z x7(-01), 
we can determine the action of s, u, cl3 on all the Pi except Pg , P, , Pz respcc- 
tivcly. The result is given in Table III. 
This subgroup normalizes II and contains cq =: CQ~” and cr = cts. Also, we 
set 
B = CYH. 
By Lemma 2.6, the structure of B is uniquely determined. We shall show that 
the structure of 1%’ is also uniquely determined. 
481/12/4-j 
Lr:hraIn 3.1. The structure qf .I‘ of!, s, u, c,~ (H, s, u, cl , cz , csj is 
determined by the structure of II to,aetker with fhe rekztions 
s : h,(X) tf  h,(h), h,(h) + h,(h), 
u : h,(X) - h,($ h,(A) ( ) h3(X), i 
i ~3 : W) - h,@), h(X) -+ &(h), h3(h) --+ h,(X-‘), 
Ci’l = f[ (i == 1, 2, 3), [c, ) c2j [Cl , c:J = 
.s2 = f, I 212 -- f, , 
[c2 1 c:J == 1.1 
(@ :- 1, 
\ S:Cl+FC2, c:s - c:s 3 11 : Cl --t c, , c., ( + c:) . 
(35) 
(36) 
The quotient group N/H has order 48 nerd i>. isomorphic with the wreath product 
qf a group of order 2 with the symmetric group qf degree 3. L-Ilso, 
II n .\- H. 
Proof. The relations (35) (36) hold, by the structure of (‘(fl) and the 
properties of s (Lemma 1.3 and (9)). 
‘Taken modulo H, the relations (36) clearI>, become defining relations for 
the wreath product of a group of order 2 with the symmetric group of degree 3. 
Since this wreath product has order 48, :V:H 48. From the structure 
of C(t,), ,lI, c1 , c2 , C&/II 1 -- 8, and II, c, , cL’ , rC1 centralizes II = itI , t, . 
Since s and zc induce automorphisms of II which generate the full automor- 
phism group of order 6, we see that .2::‘If, -IS. Hence :V,‘H I 48, 
and n-e have a complete set of defining relations for _\;. Also, 
so that 
C,(U)~ 7: x fl 4(y -- 1 ):I, 
which is prime top. 
Since H normalizes CJ and Ai normaiizcs If, 
[ z,T n iv, Zf] < [Z:, H] n [S, H] ; C n f-I = 1, 
so that C n IV cc C,(H) r< C,(D). b ‘ince U f? A’ is a p-group, it follows 
that Z- n ;V 1. Since R _ C-H and 8 n .2’ ‘? H, we must have 
R n i\- = H. This proves the lemma. 
L\-e remark that the relations (36) can be replaced by the shorter set 
$2 7- f :3 ) u2 = t 1, Q2 = t 3, (su)3 = (sc3)2 = 1) (w3)4 = t, , 
which show that N/H is the group denoted [3, 41 in ([.?I, p. 37). An alternative 
description of N/H is that it is isomorphic with the direct product of a group 
of order 2 with the symmetric group of degree 4. 
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We set 
W = S/H, 
r1 = SH, r2 = uH, Y;< = c,H. 
Then I’ i , r2 , ra are involutions generating W. For each element 20 of IV we 
fix a coset representative w(,w) in N, so that 
w = #(W)H 
If K is any subgroup containing H, then w(w)K and &J(W) are independent of 
the choice of the coset representative, and may be written wK and Kw. 
Similarly, if K is any subgroup normalized by H, KW(%L.) may be written K”‘. 
A definite choice of the W(W) can be made as follows. Choose 
w(l) = 1, W(Yl) = s, w(y?,) = u, W(Y3) = c3 
For any other element w of W, take all the representations of w in the form 
for which the length k is minimal, and choose that one for which (ir , iZ ,..., &) 
is first in lexicographical order. Then set 
w(w) = W(Yi,) oJ(Yi,) *** W(Yi,). 
The group IV has center of order 2, generated by the coset 
W” = (r1r2r3)3 
of ClCZCQ . 
LEMMA 3.2. U n 7P~ = I, 
Proof. Set 
Since D = (tr , tz) normalizes U and c1cZc3 centralizes D, D normalizes K 
and we have 
CK(tl) = C,(t,) n Cu(tl)e’C~Q 
=P 12345 n (PpJ45)c’C2C3. 
Applying (14) and (15), we see that 
CK(fl) = 1. 
HI, ‘I’able III, (P,,,,,)” and (P1,.,41,)“” are contained in l,‘. Since 
(P12:1,1s)” _ C(t$ -- C(t,) and (EjlI:&sl’ _ C(tJYgl -= C(t,), and the Sylou 
p-subgroups of C(t,) and C(t,) have order q”, we see that 
C,(t,) = C,(t$, rL,(t3) -= C,(f,)‘U. 
Since .s and su centralize c1c2cR , 
Thus, t, , t, and t:, == t,t, all invert K. Since K has odd order, this implies 
that K ~~ I. This proves the lemma. 
\Yc set 
pm, = p:;l,* 1 :< i 3: 9, 
Since f-i normalizes P, and q, normalizes If, H normalizes each Pm; and hence 
normalizes V. Also, since za,, is an involution, we have 
P”“! = Pi (1 ._ i : 9), p, _ [ i 
LEMM,~ 3.3. For each i = * 1, :j~ 2,..., &9, and each element w of W 
przp 
for sontej = ;:l, :I 2,..., &9. It2 pnrticuiiir,’ 
P? = P-, , 1”;’ = p -4 ? pp ::: p-, . 
Proof. It is enough to prove the first assertion when 20’ is r1 , r2 or Y:] 
Since w,, lies in the center of T/t’ and transforms P, into E’?, for all i, we may 
assume that i > 0. By Table III, we need only consider P,‘l, P> and P?. 
Since IU,, E Z(W), we have 
W” = (r3r2r1)3 (Y~~Y~Y~)~ = (r1rdrJ3. 
Vsing these three expressions for w,, in turn, and applying Table III, we easily 
compute that 
so that the lemma is proved. 
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I f  P ‘r = Pj , we write i = w(j). For each w in W we have uniquely 
determmed sets of integers 
Also, we set 
E:, = {i 1 1 < i < 9, z(i) > O}, 
E, = {i / 1 < i < 9, zu(i) < 0). 
u;; = u n u”; u,,, = u fl Y”. 
In particular, writing Ui = U,., (i -= I, 2, 3) we have 
c; = P9 ) C’, = P, ) l-J, = Ps ) (37) 
by- Table III and Lemma 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.4. If W E bv, theYI 
where the products are taken in standard order, and 
U = K” u,,: , u;, n u, = 1. 
Pvoof. By Lemma 3.2, O-,: n Lrfp = 1, so that 1 CJ; U,, I = / U,: / 1 0, 1. 
Clearly 
U:: 3 lI{P, , i E E&j, 
I f  / E:, j = n’(w) and / E, 1 = n(w), then the sets on the right contain 
Q n’(w) and qn(s,, elements respectively, by the uniqueness of the standard 
form of an element of U. If  either inclusion were proper, 1 lJL U, ] wo’uld 
exceed qn’(icl+n(r~) = q”, which is impossible, since U; U,,, C U. Hence the 
inclusions are equalities, and / UT\ U,,. I : q”, so that U:, U,, : CT. 
LEMMA 3.5. If i = 1, 2, 3, then 
Proof. First consider the case i = 2. Then, U2 = Pau is contained in 
the subgroup L, of J, which is isomorphic with GL,(q). This group has the 
Bruhat decomposition 
L, = P4H& u P4H2H3uPq 
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(cf. [2], p. 34). Since P,H%H, C I/tl : B, we have the desired result for 
i = 2. 
Since u”” = (su)-1 mu : (m-1 sus .- s == W(Y1), bY (JO), and 
psu =I p 
4 9 
---z [; ,r , we see that 
Up C LF = PgH,H, v  PgHIH~Pg , 
so that we have the result for i = 1. 
Finally, for i = 3, by the Bruhat decomposition for La zx X&(y), 
Up = PF CL, = P,rr, u I-‘,H,c,P, , 
so that vve have the result for i =- 3. 
LEMMA 3.6. If  w E W, i = 1, 2, 3, then 
r;Bw C BwB v  BriwB. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 and the definition of “ii , we have 
r,Bw := riHUw = Hr,U;.Uiw C HUr,U,w = BriUiw. 
By (37), t’, = P, , where j = 9, 4, 3 according as i = I, 2, 3. I f  UiTC < C’, 
then 
Br,U,w = BriwUilL C Br,wU 5 Br,wB. 
Thus we may assume that U,“’ 4 li. 
By Lemma 3.3, 1, 1 w --< I/, and 0’;~ z Pj’t = pej zz lJp. Hence 
since wO E Z(W). Applying Lemma 3.5, we have 
Br$J,w = BU5irp C Briw v  BriUiqiw. 
Since Br,w C Br,wB and 
BuiU,riw = BwU:” C BwU C BwB, 
we have the asserted result. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G,, = BNB. Then G, is a subgroup of G, and is the disjoint 
union of the 48 double cosets BwB, w E W. 
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.6 by a theorem of Tits ([II], Th. 1). 
LEMMA 3.8. l?very element of G, has a unique expression in the j&m 
bw(w)x, where b E B, w E W, x E C!, . The multiplication table of G, is uniquely 
determined. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the “normal form” is proved in 
the usual way ([2], p. 42), by using Lemmas 3.2, 3.4. Because of the unique 
determination of the structures of B and N in Lemmas 2.6, 3.1, and the 
uniquely determined Table III, the normal form of the product of two 
elements of G, given in normal form is uniquely determined, so that the 
multiplication table of G,, is uniquely determined (cf. [8], $8). 
LEMMA 3.9. G,, = G. 
Proof. By the Bruhat decomposition of SL,(q) previously mentioned, 
By a result of Dickson on generators of Sp,,,,(q) ([4], p. 92), 
1 = (CY , c3, P2 , P:, , P5) < G,, 
Hence C(t,) < G, . Since [tl , s] = t, has even order, G, # C(t,) O(G,). 
Thus G, satisfies the hypotheses (I), (2). By Lemma 1.2, G,, must have two 
classes of involutions, which must be 
K; = Kl n G, , K.; = I& n G, . 
Applying Lemma 1.6, we see that if x is any involution of G, t.hen 
Coo(x) = C(X). Since G has two classes of involutions, G, must contain all 
the involutions of G ([9], Lemma 1). In particular, Ki = k; , so that 
I Go I = I K; I I C&)l = I Kl I I C(t,)i = 1 G ~. 
This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.10. G is isomorphic with PSp6(q). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.8, 3.9, the conditions (1) and (2) uniquely determine 
the multiplication table of G. Since PSp,(q) satisfies (1) and (2), we have 
G = PSP,W 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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